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Abstract
Electron-positron pair production and acceleration in the outer nlagnet()sphere may
be crucial for a young rapidly spinning canonical pulsar to be strong Gmnma-ray emitter.
Collision between curvature radiated GeV photons and soft X-ray photons seems to be the
only efficient pair production mechanism. For Crab-like pulsars, the magnetic field near
the light cylinder is so strong, such that the synchrotron radiation of secondary pairs will
be in the needed X-ray range. However, for majority of the known Gamma-ray pulsars,
surface emitted X-rays seem to work as the matches and fuels for an gamma-ray generation
fireball in the outer magnetospheres. The needed X-rays could come from thermal emission
of a cooling neutron star or could be the heat generated by bombardment of the polar cap
by energetic particles generated in the outer magnetosphere.
With detection of more Gamma-ray pulsars, it is becoming evident that the neutron
star's intrinsic geometry (the inclination angle between the rotation and magnetic axes)
and observational geometry (the viewing angle with respect to the rotation axis) are cru-
cial to the understanding of varieties observational properties exhibited by these pulsars.
Inclination angles for many known high energy Gamma-ray pulsars appear to be large and
the distribution seems to be consistent with random orientation. However, all of them
except Geminga are pre-selected from known radio pulsars. The viewing angles are thus
limited to be around the respective inclination angles for beamed radio emission, which
may induce strong selection effect.
The viewing angles as well as the inclination angles of PSR 1509-58 and PSR 0656+14
may be small such that most of the high energy Gamma-rays produced in the outer ac-
celerators may not reach the observer's direction. The observed Gamma-rays below 5
MeV from this pulsar may be synchrotron radiation of secondary electron-positron pairs
produced outside the accelerating regions.
1. Introduction
The family of known high-energy gamma-ray pulsars (HEGPs) has grown from the
original two (the Crab and Vela) to seven within last few years, thanks to high sensitivities
of the. GRO and Rosat. Although the mechanism of gamma-ray emission from young
pulsars has been an active research area, there is no an agreement among the theorists.
Differences and similarities among the HEGPs have been used to classify them into
Crab-like and Vela-like (Chen & Ruderman 1993; Ho 1993). Many unique features of the
Crab pulsar suggest that it belongs to a separate group (with possibly PSR 0540-69 as
another member which is seen in X-ray but not in Gamma-ray because of its large distance).
The efficiencies of converting spin-down power into high energy Gamma-ray of Vela. PSll
1706-44 (Thompson st al. 1993) and PSR 1951+32 (Ramananmrthy et al. 1995) at('
similar (a.1)(mt 1%). The spectral indices of these three I)ulsars are also strikingly similar
(1.7, 1.72 aud 1.74, respectively). The. similarities between Vela, PSR 1706-44 all(t t)Sl{
1951 +32 can be easily explained in this cl_tssification be(:ause their similar positions in the
Vela.-type,region. Two other HEGPs, Gelning;t (Hall)e,rn & Holt 1!192;Berlsch et a.1.1992)
and PSR,1055-52(Fierro et.a.1.1993),have the longest spin periods and also,the highest
efficienciesof enfitting Gamma-r_ysamong the known HEGPs. The stmclral imlices c_t'
both pulsars are also the lowest. PSR (/656+14is the HEGP with the lowest etfMelmy of
converting spindown power into high-energygalnIna-ray emission (Rainammmrthy et al.
1996)considering its position so closeto Gemingaand PSR 1055-52.
The abow._classification is not free of questions. PSR 1509-5;Sis not readily accom-
modated into the aboveclassificationscheme..It is located at the middle of the Vela type
region, therefore, it is expectedto be a high energy Gamma-raypulsar with an etficiency
of converting spin-down power into Gamma,ray luminosity comparableto that of the Ve.la
pulsar. Tile non-detection of high energy Gamma ray above5 Me,V (Wilson et al. 1993;
Bennett et 31. 1995; Brazier et al. 1995)demandsan explanation. Furthermore, t.lle.
lower boundary (the "death line" of efficient Gamma-ray pulsar) of the Vela-like region
is not very certain. Geminga, PSR 1055-52 and PSR 0656+14 are out, side of the previ-
ously predicted Vela-like region (Chen & Ruderman 1993; Ho 19931, albeit very close t.o
it. Furthermore, the efficiency of converting spin-down power into gamma-ray emission for
PSR 0656 + 14 is uncomfortably low considering its closeness to other two w_,ry efficient
Gamma-ray generators Geminga and PSR 1055-52.
2. Progresses Made in Last Year
We have made some progresses in the following area:
2.1. Pair Production in the Outer Magnetosphere and Death Line
Currents that go through the accelerating regions are generally a.ssumed to lw. the
energy extraction mechanism. To maintain a current in the outer ma,gnetosphere, pair
production is essential. However, the local magnetic field in the outer magimtosphere is too
weak that g - B pair production process is not operating efficiently. Photon-iflloton collision
seems to be the only effective pair production process (CHR) ill the outer magnetospheres
of HEGPs. For Crab, the observed keV X-ray and GeV Gamma-ray photons are sulth:ient
to produce the needed current. Actually, the. optical depth of a. GeV photon within the
magnetosphere of the Crab is more t.hall ten the prilnary spectrum is signiticantly
moditied by pair production process.
For pulsars in the Vela-type region, the inability of producing the needed keY X-
rays a.t the same location where GeV G_mmm. rays are produced significantly reduces
pair production rate. Fortunately, all of the known HEGPs are modest X-nw emitters.
Some of those soft, X-ray photons will inevitably collide with curvature radiated (h,V
G_tlnlna-iays (R,udernmn et al. 1993) and can produce a electron/positroll flux in the (nllcr
nmgnetosI)here. It is easy to cheek that the current generated this way is C(mlparal)le It>
Ihal corr(_si)(mding to the so-called GoMreich-Julian current for all of the tlEGPs. Tiros.
il is likely that it is the main pair production nlechanisnl in the outer gaps t't}r pulsars iH
l;h('.Vela-like regi(m. For an adolescentImlsz,r with a rela.tiw:ly long period like Ge.lninga.
it s(_(uitst<)I)(; the ()nly pair pr()duction mechanism in the outer gaps.
lh)wever, we are still uncertain about the origin of the surface emitted X-rays. If
most ()f the ol)se.rved X-r W is from the thermal emission of a cooling neutron star, then we
expect significant reduction of pair production and associated Gamma-ray enfission Dora
the outer accelerators when thermal cooling flux drops rapidly. The typical X-ray photon
will also s()fl.en t() too h>w ene.rgy to make pairs with GeV photons. This happens when the
age (>f a neutr(m star reaches 1() 6 yr according to the standard cooling curve of a. neutron
star (Page & At)t)le.gate 1992).
There is another possibility that part of the neutron star surface could be kept hot
either by internal by bombardment of the polar cap by energetic particles accelerated in the
magnetosphere (Cheng &; Ruderman 1980; Arons 1981; Halpern & Ruderman 1993). This
could last the lift: of HEGPs by orders of magnitude. This process is going to be quenched
when the curwl.ture-radiated gamma rays are no longer energetic enough to make pairs
with soft X-rays. The later point will be strongly supported if any millisecond pulsar is
detected to be a strong gatnma-ray pulsar. On the other hand, the former is fa.vored a.t,
t)resent stage, since no significant softening of gamnla-ray spectrum has been observed
when ttEGP is approaching death region. Further studies in clarifying these uncertainties
are, warranl;e(l.
C,onsid(:ring unc.ertainties associated with these physical processes and the obserw>
(ions of PSR 1929 + 10 (Yancopoulos, Hamilton & Helfand 1994), it seems that these
processe.s are not going to change much of the thermal history of a canonical pulsar around
l() _iyr. Thus, we define a working death line of the age 6 x 105 yr for canonical gamma-ray
lmlsars. Not(; that Gamma-rays flom outer gaps are not going to quench to zero, but the
efficiency of converting the spin down power into the Gamma-ray photons is expected to
decrease rapidly after passing the death line.
2.2. Gcomet W of Neutron Stars and Apparent Etticienqy of HEGPs
Among the known HEGPs, PSR 1055-52 is most certain to be orthogonal rotator. It
also happens to ha.w; tJm highest efficiency of converting the spin down energy into Gamma-
ray emission. The orthogonality of PSR 1055-52 provides us a useful tool in diagnosing
surface magnetic Held geometry and the Gamma-ray emission pattern. Like other pulsars
in the Ve,la-like region and beyond, the X-ray light curve of PSR 1055-52 has a single broad
peak. The X-ray emission seems to be thermal (Ogelman 1995) an(t may arise from hot
spgts on the sm'face of neutron star. In this case, only an off-centered dipole, geometry can
simultaneously explain the double peaked radio and single peaked X-ray light curves. If
an off-center dit)ole, g(;ometry is typical among all pulsars, radio e.mission from the region
close 1(_ the surface may l)e strongly influenced by the plaslna efl'ect in the inagnetost)here
an(l the radio polarization t)roi)erties will be determined by plasma effect along the photon
path. The (_atnnm.-ray spectrum fl'om polar cap region will be siglfiticanlly m_)(litied,
On the other hand, two stranger HEGPs, PSR 1509-58 a.nd PSR ()(i56-14, may hal)l)en
to have small viewing angles. If the viewing angleof PSR 0656+14 is not much diffhrent
from t,hat inferred fron: radio data [8 degreesin Lyne & Machester (1988); 30 degreesin
I]ankin (1990)], then the curvature radiated high energyGamma-ray flux from this tmlsar
in the dire(:tion of the Earth is small becauseof viewing selectioneffect.. There are some
indications that PSR 1509-58may also havea small viewing angle. The inclination angle
should not be much different from the viewing anglesince it is a radio pulsar. (1) The
single radio pulseof PSR 1509-58hasa FWHM about 35 degreeswhich can be broadened
by small viewing angle if the radio emissionis from nearby of the stellar surface (the so-
calledcore emission:Rankin 1990). The singleX-ray pulse is evenbroader, which however
can hardly be used to constrain the neutron star geometry because the location of X-
ray emission is not specifiedyet. But this is not inconsistentwith the small viewing angle
assumption,sincethe pulsefrom the oppositepolewouldhavebeenseenotherwise. (2) The
non-detection of glitches from this young pulsar with the largest known period deriw_tive
may also require a small inclination anglebetween the spin and magnetic axes. In this
case,the flux tubes inoveinentassociatedwith the spin down processmay be minimum.
Weak Gamma-rayenfissionfor small viewing anglesareexpectedin the original outer
gap model (Cheng, He, & Ruderman 1986;hereafter CHR). In that model, Gamma-rays
getmratedin tile outer gapscanextendontward from the null surfaceto the light cylinder.
How closethe gapscall extend toward the stellar surfacedependson the inclination angle.
If the inclination angleis big, then the gapcould extend ahnostdown to the stellar surface.
In this case, the variation of the magnetic field within the outer gaps would be very large
and it would be hard to define a typical local field within tile ga.ps. The Ganlma-rays
produced by curw,ture radiation and/or inverseCompton scattering by relativistic pairs
in the outer gaps is emitted exclusively parallel to tile local field line. As a result, the
intensity of Gamma-raysproduced in the outer gapswill havea large latitudinal coverage.
For an observerat a small viewing angle,only radiation fi'om openfield lines near the light
cylinder may be seen. However, the relativistic aberration effect,,which is strongest near
the light cylinder, further reducesthe Gamma-ray intensity ill the observer'sdirection.
If both the viewing and inclination anglesof PSR 1509-58and PSR 0656+14aresmall,
then high energy Gamlna-ray emissionfi'om the outer gapsis expectedto be rather weak
ill observer'sdirection.
All of the sevenimlsars with highest spin down energy loss relative to the earth are
known to be GamIna-ray pulsars. This fact states clearly that the Gannna-ray emission
must have wide latitudinal coverage,at leastmuchwider than the radio beams. However,
all of the known HECPs except Ceminga are pre-selectedin tile radio band, a strong
selectioneffectmay ariseif the radio emissionis indeedstrongly beamed.The efficiency of
converting spiI>down power into high energyGamma-raysand the true energy spectrun:
may be subjected to this selectioneffect. In this regard, more HEGPs like Geminga are
neede(tto reveal the ilnportance of this selectioneffect. In principle, the inclination angle
and tile viewing angle of Geminga can be any value. It is interesting to note that the
gamma-raypeaksof Gemingaare exactly 180degreeapart. It is naturally expectedin the
CHR's inward and outward beamsif the viewing angle is closeto t.ltee(luat(_rialplane.
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2.3. Sl_ctrlull of PSR. 1509-58: Syi_chrot_ron Ib_diat5on?
PSR, 1509-58 als() hai)t)ens to have the largest I)erio(1 (terivat.ive ()f all known pulsars.
The inferr(:d magnetic field at the stellar surfa(:e, 1.6 x 10 ::_ G, is als(> the highest, We
have, explored two t)hysical processes associated with high surfa('e magnetic field: photon-
magnetic field pair production and single photon splitting (Chang, Chen, & Ho 1996). We
(:onclude that neither of them can explain PSR 1509-58 satisfa('torily.
However, even t)rimary Gamma-rays of PSR, 1509-58 may miss the observer's direc-
tion due to special viewing geometry, synchrotron radiation by secondary pa,irs produced
l)y collision between primary Gamma-rays and soft X-ray outside the gaps may still be
obserw_ble. The typical energy of photon emitted l)y (:urw_ture radiation is about 1 GeV.
Th(' optical de, t)th of the t)rimary gamma-rays within the magnetosi)here of the neutron
star is estimated as 0.5 for t)aram('te, rs of PSR, 1509-58. The synchr()tron radiation by these
secondary pairs will have a high-energy turnover at about 10 MeV, which is (',omparable
with observations. Furthermore, the spectral index of synchrotron radia.tion, roughly (:s-
timated is (:lose to what has been observed. The low-energy turnover from synchrotron
radiation due to the limit of radiation tim(: within the magnetosphere (Chen &: Ru(terman
1993) is also comparable with the low energy cutoff of PSI(, 1509-58.
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